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Due to the recent increase in non-face-to-face services due to COVID-19, the number of users communicating through
messengers or SNS (social networking service) is increasing. As a large amount of data is generated by users, research on
recognizing emotions by analyzing user information or opinions is being actively conducted. Conversation data such as SNS is
freely created by users, so there is no set format. Due to these characteristics, it is difficult to analyze using AI (artificial
intelligence), which leads to a decrease in the performance of the emotion recognition technique. Therefore, a processing
method suitable for the characteristics of unstructured data is required. Among the unstructured data, most emotion
recognition in Korean conversation recognizes a single emotion by analyzing emotion keywords or vocabulary. However, since
multiple emotions exist complexly in a single sentence, research on multilabel emotion recognition is needed. Therefore, in this
paper, the characteristics of unstructured conversation data are considered and processed for more accurate emotion
recognition. In addition, we propose a multilabel emotion recognition technique that understands the meaning of dialogue and
recognizes inherent and complex emotions. A deep learning model was compared and tested as a method to verify the
usefulness of the proposed technique. As a result, performance was improved when it was processed in consideration of the
characteristics of unstructured conversation data. Also, when the attention model was used, accuracy showed the best
performance with 65.9%. The proposed technique can contribute to improving the accuracy and performance of conversational
emotion recognition.

1. Introduction

With the development of the Internet and the increase of
non-face-to-face services due to COVID-19, the number of
cases of communication through messengers or SNS (social
networking service) is increasing. As a large amount of data
is generated by users, research to analyze user information
and opinions is being actively conducted [1, 2]. Among
them, emotion recognition is a research field that recognizes
emotions by analyzing personal opinions about social issues
or products [3, 4]. However, due to the nature of non-face-
to-face communication, misunderstandings may occur
unexpectedly as they are interpreted differently between
the sender and the receiver. And sometimes the contextual
context intended by the sender is not communicated to the

receiver. Transparent emotional exchange is an important
factor for dialogue without misunderstanding between the
parties involved.

Text data is the most developed emotional expression
means that can more precisely express the various emotions
that humans experience. Recognizing the emotions con-
veyed by textual expressions is essential for machines to read
human emotions. In order for AI (artificial intelligence) to
accurately grasp the emotional responses contained in text
expressions, it is essential to have a rich and sophisticated
database of human emotional expression languages. And
since the emotions that humans experience in social situa-
tions are much more diverse than the basic emotions, it is
necessary to classify as many emotions as possible [5]. Rec-
ognizing the user’s emotions from text data allows us to
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analyze the user’s intentions in various ways [6]. It also helps
to understand the user’s point of view.

There is no set format for conversations used on the Inter-
net. Among these unstructured conversational data, if we look
at the characteristics of Korean, many new words and profan-
ities are generated and used frequently [7]. In addition, the use
of abbreviations that freely transformed Korean is increasing.
The use of such unstructured data sometimes causes commu-
nication problems because users other than the main user
group have difficulties in understanding words and meanings.
In addition, since it does not have a dictionary meaning, per-
formance degradation and limitations of the emotion recogni-
tion algorithm occur [8]. Therefore, it is necessary to identify
and process the characteristics of unstructured Korean, which
includes words such as neologisms, profanities, and abbrevia-
tions. Another characteristic of unstructured Korean is that it
is difficult to analyze because it is different from English.
Therefore, it is important to understand the order of words
and themeaning of the entire sentence. If only the word is used
as a feature, data sparseness may occur depending on the char-
acteristics of Korean, where morphological transformations
occur in various ways. Therefore, a better understanding of
the characteristics of unstructured Korean conversation data
and a specialized processing method are needed.

Text emotion classification studies mainly recognize
emotions through vocabulary. Alternatively, emotions in
word or sentence units are analyzed using an emotion dic-
tionary or a large number of uni-grams. However, in this
classification, it is important to balance the quality of train-
ing data, the amount of training data, and the data [9]. In
addition, as a study of emotion classification using models,
attempts to improve emotion classification performance
using CNN models, LSTM models, and CNN-LSTMs con-
tinued [10–12]. However, research that improves quality
by improving data rather than improving the model is more
effective in terms of performance [13].

Multilabel emotion recognition in conversations is an
important task in providing the ability to understand the
user’s various emotions. As a related study, using MEISD
(Multimodal EmotionLines Dataset), it was proved that the
results of multilabel emotion recognition of text are more
accurate than other inputs based on DialogueRNN [14]. In
addition, using SemEval-2018, multiple emotions of sen-
tences were recognized based on AttnConvnet [15]. And
we applied a content-based method to tweets to classify mul-
tilabel emotions [16]. Attempts to recognize multiple emo-
tions in various ways are continuing, but most of them
were studies using English data sets. Most of the studies
using the Korean conversation data set have a limitation in
that they are classified as a single emotion. Therefore, con-
sidering the characteristics of the Korean language, it is nec-
essary to understand the meaning of dialogue and recognize
the underlying emotions. And we need a way to recognize
the various emotions included in the sentence.

Therefore, in this paper, the following technique is pro-
posed to solve the processing problem suitable for unstruc-
tured Korean conversation data and the single emotion
recognition problem. It is a data processing method that
considers the characteristics of unstructured conversation

data for more accurate emotion recognition and a multilabel
emotion recognition method applying it. It contributes to
improving the accuracy and performance of emotion recog-
nition by processing unstructured data and recognizing var-
ious emotions inherent in sentences. The structure of this
paper is as follows. The related study describes emotion rec-
ognition of unstructured texts and emotion analysis in
Korean, and the proposed method describes a multilabel
emotion recognition technique that considers the character-
istics of unstructured conversation data. In the experimental
results, the proposed technique is tested and evaluated, and
finally, conclusions and future research are described and
finalized.

2. Related Work

In text emotion recognition, when a machine recognizes
human emotions, it classifies emotions on current input
data. In addition, beyond this level, it is necessary to enable
more accurate emotional recognition intelligently according
to past memories, emotional subjects, personality, or inclina-
tions [17]. In the past, most emotions were judged by
extracting emotion keywords. Since this method loses vari-
ous syntactic or semantic information contained in natural
language sentences, there is a limit to recognizing complex
human thoughts such as emotions.

Unstructured text emotion classification studies mainly
try to recognize emotions through vocabulary. In the study
of [18], an emotion word dictionary and an emotion emoticon
dictionary corresponding to Ekman’s six emotion categories
were constructed. Based on this, we tried to recognize emo-
tions in the blog text by using the SVM classifier. In the study
of [19], the data from Twitter, a representative social network
service, were analyzed as the subject of analysis. Instead of
constructing and utilizing an emotion dictionary for emotion
classification, a large number of uni-grams were used. How-
ever, in the classification of the supervised learning method
using dictionary or vocabulary features, the problem of insuf-
ficient data is the most problematic. Various emotion classes
and vocabulary used for each class appear in various ways
[20]. Therefore, it is very difficult to construct sufficient learn-
ing data to enable learning at an appropriate level using these
vocabularies. Therefore, it is important to balance the quality
of training data, the amount of training data, and the data.

In the study of [21], as a study on the analysis of Korean
emotions, emotions were analyzed using a dictionary of
emotional words centered on Korean words like English.
In this case, there is a disadvantage that one word can fall
into the problem of ambiguity in which it is interpreted as
having more than one meaning. Considering this, in the
study of [22], emotion was learned by focusing on the order
of words without using part-of-speech tagging or emotion
word dictionary. We present an algorithm with high accu-
racy in Korean that compares and analyzes the pattern of
word order and input sentences. However, in the case of
having a clear emotional word rather than an ambiguous
expression, the accuracy was rather low. Therefore, not only
the order of words but also the use of the emotional word
dictionary is important in the analysis of Korean emotions.
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And in order to solve the ambiguity problem, the entire sen-
tence should be used for emotion analysis.

As a study of emotion classification using deep learning,
in the study of [10], the CNN model showed good perfor-
mance in sentence and document classification with simple
convolution and pooling. In addition, in the study of [11],

the LSTM model was trained considering the order of con-
tinuous input data. In terms of generation, it shows good
performance not only in machine translation but also in var-
ious problems. In the study of [12], context was reflected
within the classification model. In addition, the CNN-
LSTM model was used to classify speech emotions in
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Figure 1: System architecture.

Table 1: Rules for processing unstructured words.

Division Original data → processing data

Consonant or vowel k→ keu, h→ heu, d→ da, u→ ngu, yu→ ngyu

Colloquial ~dang →~ da, ~ngyos →~ ngyo, ~neong →~ neo
Neologism romgok → tear, TMI→ too much information

Abbreviation masang → pain in the heart

Profanity kkomsi → the technique is vicious and cunning

Input: OriginalDataList
Output: ProcessDataList
Definition:Dictionary – standard word definition for unstructured words

[consonant or vowel, colloquial, abbreviation, neologism, profanity]
1. READ OriginalDataList;
2. for each sentence in OriginalDataList do
3. for each word in sentence do
4. if word inDictionarythen
5. word ← standardword;
6. end if
7. end for
8. end for
9. ProcessDataList ← OriginalDataList
10. return ProcessDataList;

Algorithm 1: Korean characteristic processing.
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conversations to enable automatic learning by extracting a
large amount of vocabulary. All emotion classification per-
formance was improved, but there was a limitation in that
they were classified as a single emotion.

As a study on multilabel emotion recognition, [14] used
MEISD (Multimodal EmotionLines Dataset) to recognize mul-
tilabel emotion based on DialogueRNN. It was proved that the
results of multilabel emotion recognition of text are more accu-
rate than that of audio and video. In the study of [15], SemEval-
2018 was used to recognize multiple emotions of a sentence
based on AttnConvnet, which combines attention and convolu-
tion. The two-step procedure used by humans to analyze a sen-
tence was first to understand themeaning of the sentence and to

classify the emotions. In the study of [16], multilabel sentiment
was classified by applying a content-based method (word and
character n-gram) to tweets. We showed that the content-
based word unigram outperformed other methods. However,
most of the studies were conducted using English data. Most
of the studies using the Korean conversation data set were clas-
sified as a single emotion. Therefore, it is necessary to under-
stand the meaning of conversation in consideration of the
characteristics of the Korean language and to recognize the var-
ious emotions included in the sentence by recognizing the emo-
tions embedded in it.

Most of the AI research that automatically recognizes
and extracts emotions from text has been model-centric.

Input: d:dataset
Output: Matrix W(512,113) of one-hot vectors for each possible byte value (0-255)
1. let f be a list of tuples (byte_value, frequency);
2. for i :=0 to 511 do
3. freq ←0;
4. for each item j in d do
5. freq ← freq + frequencyOfOccurence(i,j);
6. end for
7. append (i,freq) tuple to f;
8. end for
9. f ← sort f based on frequencies;
10. W ← word2vec(f,113);
11. return W;

Algorithm 2: Word2vec embedding.

Input: d:dataset, l:dataset true lables, W:word2vec matrix
Output:ME of Attention trained model on test dataset
Definition:ME – multiemotion
1. let f be the featureset 3d matrix;
2. for i in dataset do
3. let fi be the featureset matrix of sample i;
4. for j in i do
5. vj ← vectorize(j,w)
6. append vj to fi
7. append fi to f
8. end for
9. end for
10. ftrain, ftest, ltrain, ltest ← split feature set and lables into train subset and test subset
11. M ← Attention (ftrain, ltrain)
12. ME ← evaluate (ftest, Itest, M)
13. return ME

Algorithm 3: Attention model.

Table 2: Number of data by emotion class.

Data set Neutral Surprise Anger Sadness Happiness Disgust Fear Total

Single 4,830 5,898 5,665 5,267 6,037 5,429 5,468 38,594

Continuous 43,786 4,866 3,628 1,972 1,030 220 98 55,600

Merge 48,616 10,764 9,293 7,239 7,067 5,649 5,566 94,194

(%) (51.6%) (11.4%) (9.9%) (7.7%) (7.5%) (6.0%) (5.9%) (100%)
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But beyond research, the most important thing in AI devel-
opment in practice was data, not models. How the data is
preprocessed, how it is collected, what the size is, how good
the quality is, and how the training/evaluation set is divided
greatly affect the development of AI systems. In reality, it is
the improvement of the data, not the improvement of the
code, that increases the performance of the AI system [13].
Therefore, the method to improve the model is important,
but the study that improves the quality by improving the
data is more effective in terms of performance. In this paper,
as a method to improve data, it is processed in consideration
of the data imbalance resolution and the characteristics of
unstructured conversation data. And, as a way to improve
the model, we propose a multilabel emotion recognition
technique in sentences using LSTM with attention.

3. Proposed Method

3.1. System Architecture. This section describes the data pro-
cessing method and multilabel emotion recognition method
considering the characteristics of the proposed unstructured
conversation data. Figure 1 is a system configuration dia-
gram of the proposed method. As a data set processing pro-
cess, the characteristics of unstructured conversation data
are considered and processed. It converts ellipsis, colloquial
words, neologisms, abbreviations, and slang words into stan-
dard words and analyzes morphemes. The word vectoriza-
tion is carried out by learning the morpheme-analyzed
sentence using the Skip-gram method of the Word2vec
model. It trains a deep learning model with learned word
vectors and emotion classes and recognizes multiple emo-
tions in conversational sentences through prediction.

3.2. Feature Processing of Unstructured Conversation Data.
This section describes a data processing method considering
the characteristics of unstructured conversation data. The
unstructured Korean data set has language destructive fea-
tures such as “consonant or vowel,” “colloquial,” “neolo-
gisms,” “abbreviations,” and “profanity.” As a result, the
morpheme analyzer that separates sentences by part-of-
speech does not work properly [19]. Therefore, it is neces-
sary to process the data considering the characteristics of
unstructured data. In this paper, “consonant or vowel,” “col-
loquial,” “neologisms,” “abbreviations,” and “profanity” are
defined as unstructured words. Table 1 shows an example
of a processing rule for an unstructured word.

As shown in Table 1, “consonant or vowel” using only
consonant or vowel such as “k” and “u” is converted to

“keu” and “ngu,” which are forms of “consonant + vowel”
according to the characteristics of Korean. It converts “collo-
quial” words that are frequently used online, such as
“~neong,” into standard words such as “~neo.” A “neolo-
gism” is converted to a standard language by referring to
the dictionary of neologism [23] provided by the Naver
Open Dictionary PRO and the neologism list [24] provided
by Wikipedia. The “abbreviation” is converted to standard
language by referring to the list of abbreviations on Namu
Wiki [25]. “Profanity” is converted to standard language
by referring to the Standard Korean Dictionary of the
National Institute of the Korean Language [26]. According
to these processing rules, a standard word suitable for an
unstructured word is matched and stored in the unstruc-
tured word dictionary. Next, morphological analysis is per-
formed. There were many sentences in which spaces were
ignored in the data set. For this reason, the Okt (Open
Korean Text) morpheme analyzer was used, which is good
for analyzing sentences without spaces in Korean data.

Algorithm 1 shows the unstructured Korean processing
rule algorithm used in this paper. Extract a sentence with
an original data set (OriginalDataList) as input, and extract
a word from the sentence. Next, it is checked whether the
word is included in the dictionary (dictionary: defines stan-
dard words for unstructured words). If it exists in the dictio-
nary, it is converted to a defined standard word. The original
data set converted to the standard language is stored in the
process data set (ProcessDataList).

3.3. Word2vec Embedding. This section describes the process
of learning using the Word2vec model on data processed
considering the characteristics of unstructured Korean. As
unstructured Korean is highly dependent on words, it is
important to understand the order of words and the mean-
ing of the entire sentence. Therefore, as the embedding
method, the Word2vec model, which can broadly grasp the
meaning by considering the context before and after, was
used. In order to understand the meaning according to the
order of the words, the entire sentence of the data is trained
with the Word2vec model to vectorize the words.

Algorithm 2 shows the algorithm of the Word2vec
embedding model used in this paper. The learning method
used in the Word2vec model used Skip-Gram, which pre-
dicts the context-word from the center-word. As hyperpara-
meters, set the Learning Rate to 0.05, Dimension (Vector
space) to 512,Window Size to 2, andMin Count to 5. Through
embedding, it is possible to extract semantically similar words
from data. And by using vector values as input values, deep
learning becomes possible.

3.4. Multilabel Sentiment Recognition. In this section, we
describe the process of learning vector and sentence emotion
classes learned with the Word2vec model for multilabel
emotion recognition using deep learning. Attention is used
as a deep learning model to predict the complex emotions
of a given sentence. Attention is a model that re-references
the encoder’s input sequence every time the decoder predicts
the output word. At this time, an attention value is addition-
ally required because the input sequence is viewed more

Table 3: Comparison of emotion recognition performance by data
set.

Data set
Original
data

Process
data

Performance
comparison

Single 43.2% 56.4% 13.2%

Continuous 40.7% 51.6% 10.9%

Merge 47.1% 65.9% 18.8%
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closely as the input word related to the predicted word.
Equations (1) to (3) represent the equations for obtaining
the attention value used in this paper:

score st , hið Þ = sTt hi, ð1Þ

αt = sof tmax et
� �

, ð2Þ

at = 〠
N

i=1
αtihi: ð3Þ

Surprise, 68%

Surprise, 70% Anger, 33% Sadness, 21%

Happiness, 34%

Disgust, 10%
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A : How do you beat a person like this?
B : You gave a beautiful performance today.
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Anger
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Disgust
Fear

Figure 2: Results of multiemotion recognition.

Table 4: Comparative evaluation table for each emotion.

Emotion
LSTM CNN-LSTM Attention

Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score

Neutral 0.387 0.387 0.387 0.387 0.444 0.410 0.459 0.470 0.459

Surprise 0.442 0.475 0.453 0.479 0.559 0.513 0.565 0.588 0.577

Anger 0.475 0.486 0.486 0.536 0.502 0.513 0.600 0.624 0.612

Sadness 0.464 0.585 0.519 0.559 0.582 0.571 0.636 0.671 0.659

Happiness 0.695 0.706 0.695 0.755 0.732 0.743 0.824 0.801 0.813

Disgust 0.618 0.486 0.541 0.686 0.536 0.605 0.765 0.683 0.718

Fear 0.640 0.629 0.640 0.640 0.686 0.663 0.765 0.754 0.754

Average 0.532 0.536 0.532 0.577 0.577 0.574 0.659 0.656 0.656

Accuracy 0.533 0.577 0.659

53.3% 53.6% 53.2% 53.2%

57.7% 57.7% 57.7% 57.4%

65.9% 65.6% 65.9% 65.6%

40.0%

45.0%

50.0%

55.0%

60.0%

65.0%

70.0%

Accuracy Recall Precision F1-score

LSTM
CNN-LSTM
Attention

Figure 3: Comparison graph of the evaluation methods.
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Equation (1) shows a method to obtain the attention
score of the hidden state st at time step t of the decoder
and the hidden state hi at time step i of the encoder. Equa-
tion (2) shows a method of obtaining the attention distribu-
tion, a probability distribution in which the sum of all values
becomes 1 by applying the softmax function to the attention
score obtained in Equation (1). Attention distribution
obtains a vector in the form of [0.1, 0.4, 0.1, 0.3], and each
value is called attention weight. Equation (3) shows the
method of obtaining the attention value through the atten-
tion weight obtained in Equation (2) and each hidden state.
Finally, the attention value at is connected to the hidden
state at time t of the decoder.

Algorithm 3 shows the algorithm of the attention model
used in this paper. The designed model is composed of
attention to solve the vanishing gradient problem, which is
a disadvantage of LSTM. The input data is the number of
collected sentences and 113, which is the maximum number
of words per sentence. It is a 512-dimensional embedded
Word2vec model that learns words and consists of 3 dimen-
sions (number of sentences, word length, and embedding
vector). Attention is located in the output part of LSTM so
that it can be predicted well even if the length of the sentence
is long, and 128 units are configured. In the output layer, to
predict multiple emotions, the output of Dence was set
according to the number of emotions, and softmax was used
as the activation function.

Using the attention model, you can understand the
meaning of a sentence, so you can better understand the
dependencies between words. Through the semantic infor-
mation extraction, it becomes possible to recognize the emo-
tions inherent in sentences and to recognize complex
emotions [27]. Even with data classified as a single emotion,
using the proposed model, multiple emotions in a sentence
can be recognized. Therefore, if the multilabel emotion rec-
ognition method is used, it is possible to understand the
meaning of the conversation and recognize various emotions
inherent in it so that more accurate emotion recognition and
performance improvement are possible.

4. Experimental Results

In this chapter, we experiment with the data processing
method and the multilabel emotion recognition method
considering the characteristics of the proposed unstructured
conversation data. In order to prove the usefulness of the
data set and multilabel emotion recognition technique used
in the experiment, the experimental results and performance
evaluation are described.

4.1. Data Set. This section describes the data set used to test
and evaluate the performance of the proposed technique.
The data used were the “single conversation data set includ-
ing Korean emotion information” and the “continuous con-
versation data set” provided by AI-HUB [28]. The two data
sets were constructed by labelling the sentences selected by
the web crawling on SNS, comments, and conversations,
which are unstructured data, as emotion classes. The single
conversation data set is divided into “sentence” and “emo-

tion” and consists of a total of 38,594 sentences. Each sen-
tence is classified into seven emotion classes: fear, surprise,
anger, sadness, neutral, happiness, and disgust. The continu-
ous dialogue data set is divided into “dialog,” “utterance,”
and “emotion.” It consists of a total of 55,600 sentences
and is classified into 7 emotion classes. Table 2 shows the
number of data for each emotion class.

As shown in Table 2, it can be seen that the data imbal-
ance of the continuous conversation data set is more severe
than that of the single conversation data set. In this paper,
two data sets are merged and used to construct training data
sufficient to learn emotion recognition deep learning. The
merged data set (merge) consists of data with an imbalance
in the number of data for each emotion class. The most
emotions are the neutral class, with 48,616, accounting for
51.6%. The lowest emotion is the fear class, with 5,566,
accounting for 5.9%. In this paper, to solve the data imbal-
ance problem, the number of data per emotion class is bal-
anced with the smallest number of 5,500. A total of 38,500
data, 5,500 of each of the seven emotions, were used in the
experiment.

4.2. Performance Evaluation. In this section, we describe the
performance evaluation results of the data processing
method and the multilabel emotion recognition method
considering the characteristics of the unstructured conversa-
tion data proposed in this paper. For the comparison with
multiple data sets, a single conversation data set, a continu-
ous conversation data set, and a merged data set (merge)
were used as the original data. Then, unstructured words
were converted into standard words, morphologically ana-
lyzed, and used as processing data. Next, the words were vec-
torized by learning the sentences with the Word2vec model.
Multiple emotions were recognized through deep learning
with the generated vector and emotion class. Based on 5,500
per emotion class, the emotion class that is less than 5,500
was used as it is. In the train, the test data were used in a ratio
of 8 : 2. For each data set, the results of learning with the orig-
inal data set and the results of learning with the processed data
set were compared. Table 3 shows the results of comparing the
emotion recognition performance of the original data and the
processed data of the three data sets.

As shown in Table 3, it can be seen that the performance
of the model trained with the processed data is more
improved than the original data for all three data sets. And
it can be seen that the performance of the data set that
merges the two data sets is the best. In addition, it can be
seen that the performance of the single conversation data
set is better because the data imbalance of the continuous
dialogue data set is more severe. Therefore, for more accu-
rate emotion recognition and performance improvement, a
method for balancing data and a processing method consid-
ering the characteristics of unstructured conversation data
are needed.

We also analyze the results of multilabel emotion recogni-
tion. Emotions are often expressed together with other emo-
tions rather than being expressed alone. And most emotions
can be classified into positive and negative. “Happiness” is
classified as positive and “anger, sadness, disgust, and fear” as
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negative. However, “neutral” is an emotion that cannot be clas-
sified, and “surprise” is an emotion that is ambiguous to analyze
as positive or negative. There are “positive surprise,” and there
are “negative surprise.” Figure 2 shows the multi label emotion
recognition results of two sentences classified as “surprise.” In
the data set, two sentences were classified with the same emo-
tion of “surprise,” but when analyzed semantically, sentence A
(How do you beat a person like this?) is negative, and sentence
B (You gave a beautiful performance today) is positive. Con-
tains the meaning of as a result of multilabel emotion recogni-
tion of two sentences, sentence A contains negative multiple
emotions of surprise 70%, anger 33%, sadness 21%, and disgust
10%. On the other hand, it can be seen that sentence B contains
multiple positive emotions of surprise 68% and happiness 34%.
Also, if the multilabel emotion recognition is applied to sen-
tences classified as “neutral,” even a small amount of emotion
can be recognized, making emotion classification possible.
Therefore, if themultilabel emotion recognitionmethod is used,
it is possible to understand themeaning of the conversation and
recognize the inherent emotions and complex emotions so that
more accurate emotion recognition and performance improve-
ment are possible.

4.3. Comparative Evaluation. In this section, we describe the
results of comparative experiments after learning three deep
learning models using the processed data of the data set that
merged the two data sets. In the total data, training data and
validation data were composed in a ratio of 8 : 2. Learning
through training data and evaluation through validation data
were conducted. The deep learning model used LSTM,
CNN-LSTM, and attention, which are widely used in text
emotion classification studies. As for the evaluation method,
accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score were used focusing
on representative emotions. Table 4 shows the comparison
evaluation table for emotion recognition, and Figure 3 shows
the comparison graph of the four evaluation methods. Among
the proposed three deep learning models, the attention model
showed the best performance with 65.9%. In the comparative
evaluation by emotion class, the classification performance of
the “happiness” emotion class was the best than other emo-
tions. This is interpreted because when the seven emotions
are classified as positive and negative, the “happiness” class is
classified as positive, and other emotions are classified as neg-
ative. In addition, the “surprise” class included both positive
and negative emotions, so the performance was classified as
lower than other emotions. The “neutral” class with ambigu-
ous classification had the lowest performance. Therefore, the
data is processed by solving the data imbalance and consider-
ing the characteristics of the unstructured conversation data.
Then, by classifying the sentences into multilabel emotion
classes and recognizing multiple emotions, it is possible to
understand the meaning of conversations and to recognize
more accurate emotions embedded in the sentences and
improve performance.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, for more accurate emotion recognition, a mul-
tilabel emotion recognition technique that considers the

characteristics of unstructured conversation data is pro-
posed. The data sets “singlec information” and “continuous
conversation data set” provided by the AI-HUB were used.
The number of data for each emotion class was composed
of unbalanced data, so the number of data was balanced to
5,500. In a data processing process that considers the charac-
teristics of unstructured Korean, unstructured words such as
ellipsis, colloquial words, neologisms, abbreviations, and
profane words were converted into standard words. After
analyzing the morphemes using Okt, the entire sentence of
the data set was vectorized by learning it with the Word2vec
model. Multiple emotions were recognized by using a deep
learning model with vectors and emotion classes learned
with the Word2vec model. The data set is classified as a sin-
gle emotion per sentence. However, using the multilabel
emotion recognition method, it is possible to recognize var-
ious emotions inherent in sentences, thus showing that more
accurate emotion recognition and performance improve-
ment are possible. As a result of performance evaluation of
the proposed technique, it was shown that there is a differ-
ence in emotion recognition performance depending on
whether unstructured data is included and the imbalance
of data. And it was seen that the accuracy of the deep learn-
ing model trained with processed data was improved by
18.8% compared to the original data. In addition, as a result
of comparing accuracy, precision, recall, and Fl-score of
three deep learning models, attention was 65.9% higher than
CNN and CNN-LSTM, showing the highest accuracy.
Therefore, the proposed technique resolves the data imbal-
ance and recognizes multiple emotions in a sentence by
applying a data processing method that considers the char-
acteristics of unstructured conversation data. As a result, it
was proved that it is possible to improve the emotion recog-
nition performance by being able to see the change of emo-
tion embedded in the sentence. By using the multilabel
emotion recognition method that considers the characteris-
tics of unstructured conversation data, it is possible to
understand the meaning of a conversation and to recognize
detailed emotions other than the representative emotions
in a sentence so that more accurate emotion recognition is
possible. Through these subtle emotional changes, we can
recognize the flow of emotions in conversation. This study
can contribute to improving the accuracy and performance
of conversational emotion recognition. In addition, AI that
accurately recognizes emotions can be applied to robots that
interact directly with humans and can be used in various
fields such as counseling therapy, emotional engineering,
emotional marketing, and emotional education. For future
research, we plan to build a deep learning model that recog-
nizes multiple emotions in a continuous conversation by
specifically reflecting multilabel emotions and build a system
to predict continuous emotions.

Data Availability

The data used to support the findings of this study are avail-
able at https://aihub.or.kr/opendata/keti-data/recognition-
laguage/KETI-02-009 and https://aihub.or.kr/opendata/keti-
data/recognition-laguage/KETI-02-010.
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